
Wishing you a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year 
from 

Nick Allen, Captain 
and Piers Bradbury, Chairman 

 
FROM THE CAPTAIN 
It’s hard to believe but Christmas is now less than a week away, all bar one of the Turkey Trots have 
now trotted off into the distance and they can now prepare for their Big Dinner Date on Christmas 
Day! 
 
I know various sections have been enjoying themselves as the Yuletide golfing season draws to a 
close even if the weather has not been ideal for golf, they have enjoyed festive feasts and a tipple or 
two. 
 
Last Sunday was no exception when I was pleased to be part of the Juniors Christmas Party.  A good 
number of children enjoyed themselves with party games, and a visit from a very jolly and cuddly old  
Santa. 
 
I am already a quarter of the way through my captaincy, and I have to say I can’t believe the time has 
flown by so quickly.   
 
During the four seasons this last year the course has endured some varied and extreme weather 
conditions.  From storms, heavy rain, snow in the form of the ‘Beast from the East’ followed by the 
hottest driest Summer for over 40 years.  It serves as a reminder to me how lucky we are to have a 
course that we can enjoy all year round, is rarely closed, or has buggy bans or temporary greens to 
greet us when we turn up to play.  Thanks must go to Tony Key, and the Greens Committee, the 
Green staff and all the Volunteers for their continued time and hard work in giving us a course of 
which we are justifiably proud. 
 
So as the stable door closes on the lowly cattle shed of 2018, I look forward to the gates opening 
wide onto a bright new season in 2019.  As always we have a packed fixture list (copies now 
available from the Club), with many variations of competitions, matches, away trips and events to 
suit golfers of all ages and ability.  In addition to the Club competitions, I am very proud that Tenby 
has once again been chosen to host the Welsh Amateur Championship at the end of July.  This is a 
great honour, and goes to show how highly rated our famous old course is thought of within Welsh 
golf. 
 
2019 also sees the most radical changes in the Rules of Golf for may years.  The R&A/USGA have 
totally re-written the Rule Book which as a result now has 24 Rules in place of the current 34.  The 
new Rules are written in a more modern and plain style of language and the layout easier to follow.  
These Rules are due to come into place on 1st January, 2019 so please look out for the changes on 
the Local Rules Board which will in time be published on the next batch of scorecards. 
 
I am pleased to say that two of our C&H Committee as well as David Hancock will be attending the 
Rules School (+ exam) at Celtic Manor in January so we should have plenty of expert advice to guide 
us through the queries and questions that are bound to arise. 
 



I would like to thank the Board, the many and various Committees and Sub-Committees, and all the 
Volunteers and Staff members for their continued dedication and hard work during this past year.  I 
really believe we have a great team here at Tenby G.C., all working to maintain a superb 
Championship golf course with a warm and welcoming atmosphere for all members and visitors 
alike. 
 
I would once again like to wish you all the best for the rest of the Yuletide season and a very 
successful golfing New Year, keep it straight and keep it long! 
Nick 
 
 
 
FROM THE CHAIRMAN 
On behalf of the Committee I would like to wish all Members a very Happy Christmas and Rewarding 
2019.  
 
In 2019 the Committee will move forward with its plans for Club Incorporation which will enable us 
to seriously look at medium and long term plans to ensure the successful future of our Golf Club. We 
have in late 2018 been seriously frustrated in this issue in that our “partner”, the Welsh Cooperative 
Society, has been unable to agree or confirm that our document for incorporation will pass the rules 
of the Financial Conduct Authority and thus be accepted by them.  We have spoken to a number of 
Clubs who have completed this procedure and the legal and consultants costs involved have been up 
to £10,000. 
 
Our partner is not taking a fee for this similar work and on this basis we have taken the decision to 
continue to work with them even though we do not have any influence over their response times. 
We have had confirmation that this review is now well in hand and we look forward to positive news 
early in the New Year and we will continue to keep the members advised on progress. 
 
Incorporation aside we are very pleased that our ongoing investment in consultancy and equipment 
on the Greens continues to produce benefits to the course and thus improves the playing experience 
of all.  
 
Bearing in mind the weather and it being mid December our course is in remarkable condition and 
the nights start to get lighter from next Saturday.  As a golfer you have to be an optimist and even 
more so when you are Chairman!  
 
Happy Christmas  
Piers 
 


